Will it fit below my pet flap?
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS BEFORE PURCHASE
AND INSTALLATION
Cat Flap Step has been designed to cope with a wide
range of cat flap products and their various installation
positions. It is however essential to make sure the step will
fit below your pet flap before purchase and installation.
The diagram below shows the space required for the step
to be successfully installed below your pet flap.

GLASS/UPVC INSTALLATION SUMMARY:
Minimum 65mm vertical gap between the bottom of
the pet flap and the window/door frame. This
drops to 50mm for oval or circular pet flaps.
Minimum 290mm horizontal space between the
window or door frame.
Completely clean and smooth glass/UPVC surface.
Make sure the step does not interfere with
any walls, etc when the door is opened.
WOOD FRAME INSTALLATION SUMMARY:

Please check the step will fit roughly half way between the
floor and the bottom lip of the cat flap. Also, ensure there is
enough mounting area available for the brackets.

Minimum 60mm vertical flat clean mounting surface.

All surfaces MUST be clean and smooth otherwise the
adhesive tape will not work properly. This also applies to
the screw fitting version.

Smooth and flat mounting surface.

VERY IMPORTANT
Please check the step will fit roughly half way between the
floor and the bottom lip of the cat flap before removing
any adhesive tape backing or drilling any holes.
As with any product, Cat Flap Step has a few sharp edges
resulting from the manufacturing processes used. Please
take care when handling or installing the step.

Minimum 290mm horizontal flat clean mounting surface.

PET WEIGHT LIMITATIONS
Max 10kg (1.6 stones) sustained pressure.
SAFETY NOTICE:
Make sure the step won’t be a trip hazard.
Make sure the step doesn’t restrict access.

Front view showing positioning limitations of Cat Flap Step.
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